MARK SADLER

GRAHAM TOOMEY
Find Graham Toomey’s work Star Tracks.

Find Mark Sadler’s work
Lost from the Mob.

Name the shapes you can see in see in this artwork
What do you think the artwork
title, Lost from the Mob means?

Think of an Australian themed
name that you could give to each
of these Kangaroos

Can you fill in the blanks to name these three other
Australian
animals?
K_AL_

G _ AN_A

DIN_O

Mark Sadler
Lost from the Mob
2013
dimensions variable
red raku fired to mid range
with underglazes

How do you think people use the stars to guide them to a particular
place?
How do the stars and night sky make you feel?

Graham Toomey
Star Tracks
2013
101 x 167 cm
acrylic on canvas

ART TRAIL

BETHANY HOUGH

CECILY
WELLINGTON-CARPENTER

Find Bethany Hough’s work, work, The webs that connect me to you

Cecily
Wellington-Carpenter
My Country:
Shoalhaven
74 x 104 cm
acrylic paint and
wood-burning on
wood

The ‘webs’ and connections in this work represent the artists link
to her family and culture.
How does this artwork make you
feel? Think of some descriptive
words. (Hint: happy, light, free)
Thinking of your family and
culture, draw your own webs and
lines of connections in the space
below.

This work is made by two sisters who
like to create artworks together. What
do you like to do with your family?
If you were to
take a photograph
of someone in
your family, who
would it be and

Write a short poem
about the person
you selected

Find Cecily Wellington-Carpenter’s work
My Country: Shoalhaven.
This artwork shows creatures that can be found under the sea. What
other creatures could you also find here?
The artist lives by the sea. What kind of environment do you live near?

CASSANDRA & JANNALI
Find Cassandra & Jannali
Jones’ work Sister.
JONES

Bethany Hough
The webs that connect me to you
2013
90 x 70 cm
watercolour and ink on paper

Cassandra & Jannali Jones
Sister
59.4 x 42 cm
collaborative multimedia work

